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2019 August Celestial Timings  

by Cayelin K Castell 

In late July 2019 I had the great privilege of attending my first Lynn Andrews 
event. To explain how this came about I am sharing with you the letter I 
wrote for Lynn’s scrapbook celebrating her 30 years of doing this weekend 
event that originated in Joshua Tree, California (in 2019 it took place at 
Chapel Rock in Prescott, AZ) and how Lynn’s books have impacted my life. 
Lynn is pictured at the end of this sharing. 

Dear Lynn, 
I haven't met you but I have been reading your books since the late 1980's. 
Your first book Medicine Woman came to me when I was a young mother 
with a 5 year old and twins that were age 3. My marriage was painfully falling 
apart and I was deeply scared and hurt. When I read Medicine Woman I 
consciously decided I wanted to live a magical life and found the courage to 
file for divorce and trust what was next. 
 
It took awhile to navigate the changes but I soon found myself in a 
whole new much happier life that included a fourth baby (very 
unplanned but a most welcomed gift). Just two weeks before my 
youngest was born in May of 1990 I found my life's work (though I 
didn't know how BIG that work would be or that it was mine to do 
then). In short this work is about connecting others to the magical 
link between the Earth and Sky through a system called Shamanic 
Astrology returning visual astronomy to astrology and the 
importance of knowing the Night Sky.  
 
This remembering also helps us to understand the shift of a Great 
Year or 26,000 year cycle way bigger than the shift to the Age of 
Aquarius because the December Solstice Sun is on the Galactic 
Cross near Galactic Center most precisely from 1962 to 2034 and 
that is what let's us know how really big this Turning of the Ages is. 
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Back in the 90's a series of unexpected events led me to 
write The Shamanic Astrology Handbook for Daniel Giamario and 
led me to  

help found the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School. (You might 
find it interesting that Shamanic Astrology got its start in the 
early 80's at Joshua Tree when Daniel started leading astrological 
vision quests there. I didn't know Daniel then or about Shamanic 
Astrology at that time (that happened in 1990) but I did get a 
chance to co-lead a group with Daniel there in 2001 where big 
magic was evident in the land and the people.) For me getting to 
do this work has been beyond magical in so many ways and I am 
immensely grateful for the decision I made to live a magical life 
all those years ago inspired by your book Medicine Woman. 
 
In 2006 about three weeks after my March Fourth birthday (a 
command to March Forth into life) on March 27, 2006 I had a 
powerful dream about being initiated by circle of women in a 
cave - Sekhmet opened the way and invited me to enter the cave 
- where a circle of women were waiting to take me through a 
powerful initiation ceremony that involved brilliant red and 
white crystals, sacred waters and more. It was extra vivid and felt 
sooooo real and because I was in menopause at the time this 
dream was unexpected as I had been experiencing a bit of a 
dream drought - perhaps due the severe anemia I didn't even know I had until months later.  
 
6 months after the 2006 dream I was in a bookstore when your book The Woman at the Edge of Two 
Worlds leaped out at me. Of course I bought it and immediately started reading it. Imagine my delight 
when I read about being initiated by women in sacred caves around the world or sacred caves in the 
dreamtime connected to sacred guardians, keepers of the caves when women reached menopause...that 
was so my dream! 
 
At the time I got this book, I didn't know I had just had my last menstrual cycle two to three weeks before. I 
was awestruck by the magical, unexpected confirmation around what my March dream was about. It also 
felt like confirmation for the many changes I was going through at the time including legally changing my 
entire name and my entire life as a result.  
 
Lastly, I want to share the magic that brought me to this gathering with so much gratitude to you for how 
your work has touched my life. Here is a little back story to help this make sense.  
 
I don't remember the exact year I read Jaguar Woman but it was sometime in the 1990s and I felt such an 
affinity with your story and Jaguar Woman that I couldn't explain. My memory is fuzzy on when I read the 
book but the dates that follow are seared into my memory. 
 
In March of 1995, I was initiated into an Awakening the Priestess Within Process that changed my life and 
brought even more magic into my life. In 1996 during a ceremonial session with one of my Priestess Sisters 
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I had a vision of a Black Jaguar. I didn't know there was even such a 
thing as a Black Jaguar. I questioned the vision asking - Panther? The 
answer came back emphatically - Jaguar!  
 
I was confused because although I knew about jaguars - I didn't know 
about Black Jaguars. A day or two later I happened to see a news story 
(it was unusual for me to watch the news) about a Black Jaguar that had 
just been brought to the Phoenix Zoo. Whoa! That was my first 
confirmation that black jaguars were real and I knew it was a 
confirmation this was one of my animal guides. 
 
In 2002 I met a Jaguar Shaman in Peru reminding me of a vision I had 
three years before where I saw myself as a Priestess in a Jaguar Temple 
and we were all slaughtered. I knew I was there to heal that trauma in 
high ceremony on the Island of the Moon at the December Solstice Full 
Moon. 
 
In 2005 Mayan Elder Don Alejandro was in Tucson giving a talk and he 
was doing private sessions. In my session with him he told me I was 
born on the day of the Jaguar. I was so not expecting that and was 
blown away realizing my connection to Jaguar was even more profound than I had imagined. 
 
Over the years, Jaguar has been in my awareness including several significant hikes on the sacred mountain 
to the Tohono O'odham known as Baboquivri about 50 miles SW of Tucson where they have cameras set 
up to study the Jaguars. The last time I was there was In 2009 in Brown Canyon co-leading a ceremonial 
Priestess group on a sacred journey. In the visitors center, much to my surprise they had a stuffed jaguar 
(not black). It was the closest I had come to have a personal encounter with this animal at that time and it 
was profound for me even it was no longer alive. 
 
In 2015 I was at the Tucson Zoo with my oldest son and his now wife and we saw two black jaguars there. I 
didn't know they were there until I saw them as I hadn't been to the Tucson Zoo in many years.  
 
In January of this year (2019) I randomly came across an article celebrating the return of the Jaguar (their 
numbers have increased by 20%) in Central America. That sparked something for me and I started doing 
more research about the jaguars and Mayan Jaguar Days and feeling Jaguar was calling me to remember.  
 
Synchronistically, at the same time one of the women in our Venus Alchemy group posted on our group 
Facebook page a quote from your book Jaguar Woman that she was re-reading. The quote coincided with 
the ceremonial journey of Venus through the chakra gates into the underworld and I knew this was a 
message for me. 
 
I immediately went to my book shelf and got my copy of Jaguar Woman and started re-reading it. I was so 
inspired by re-reading that book all these years later I decided to start at the beginning and re-
read Medicine Woman, Flight of the Seventh Moon, Star Woman and am currently reading Crystal 
Woman and plan to finish the rest over this year. I had forgotten a lot and its been so fun to revisit these 
stories that you tell so masterfully - reliving the magic that inspired my decision all those years ago. 
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A few weeks later on March 3, the day before my birthday I was 
on Facebook looking at a friend request. For some reason this 
person was also friends with you on Facebook as am I. So out of 
curiosity I felt guided to check out your Facebook page and saw 
this event in Prescott, Arizona. I showed it to my husband (I call 
him my BHE - Best Husband Ever - my third husband I have 
been married to for almost 13 years now) and told him I was 
considering going and he responded with "I am giving that to 
you for your birthday!" One of the reasons I call him my BHE 
because he is so supportive that way. 
 
I imagine this will be one of the best birthday presents ever and 
I am feeling so excited and delighted to get to do this live event 
with you. The added extra bonus is I am getting to share with 
you now how your work has been such a gift in my life.  
 
I imagine this event will be another life changing experience for 
me. Thank you, thank you, thank you for the catalytic magic 
your books and your work and your journey has brought to my 
life!  
 

The End of the Letter  
(Image here is of the Elk Pole and all the ceremonial ribbons from the past 30 years including mine) 

 
So YES…this was a magical catalytic event (truly one of the best birthday presents I have ever had) with a 
wonderful gathering of so many kindred spirits and the experience of high magic in a ceremonial setting. 
Below is Lynn at the final sharing to the left and the prayer ribbons to the right. 
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August 2019 Celestial Timings 
Due to the July event the August Timings are not as complete as I had 
hoped are the next Jaguar Days as described here with 
some of the story in the letter I shared above https://cayelincastell.com/ix-
day-of-the-jaguar/  

The August Cross-Quarter known as Lammas or Lugnassadh is celebrated by 
many on the 1st of August. The actual solar cross-quarter when the Sun 
reaches 15 Leo is on August 7. This Harvest Festival known as Lammas in 
Christian Times became the time for offering the first fruits of the harvest.  
 
In pre-christian times this festival was known as Lugnassadh (pronounced Loo-
nuh-suh) and was celebrated at the Full Moon closest to the actual cross-
quarter when the Sun reaches the midpoint between Summer Solstice and 
Autumnal Equinox. 

In ancient Celtic and pre-Celtic times the Cross-Quarter dates were a time to celebrate the Mother Goddess in her 
many forms.  
The August cross-quarter is a time to honor the Sun Goddess through celebrations of gratitude for the abundance of 
the Earth’s bounty.  
The February cross-quarter celebrates the Mother’s power to give life,  
The May cross-quarter celebrates her passion for life’s pleasures, 
The November cross-quarter celebrates her power to live through death and be born to new life. 

At this 26,000 year Turning of the Ages what then are the new emerging ceremonies and celebrations that are 
relevant now?  

When we consider this was a time of gratitude for the bounty of the Earth and a time for sharing the fruits of the first 
harvest - then we can imagine that this is a time to find new ways to express gratitude for the gifts that support and 
sustain our physical bodies. 

Another sacred day is celebrated in Cartago, Costa 
Rica honoring La Negrita. The story of this divine 
feminine figure describes a small Black Virgin statue 
found by a young girl in 1635 on a rock near where 
the town of Cartago is now located. The statue 
demonstrated magical powers by always 
mysteriously returning to the spot where it was first 
found. Finally a church was built on the spot and 
that is where La Negrita resides to this day. On 
August 2, Pilgrims from all over Central America 
journey to honor her.  
 
More on the August Cross-Quarter 
https://cayelincastell.com/lammas-lughnasah-
august-cross-quarter/  
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August Sky Magic 

August begins within the Leo New Moon (8 Leo 37) window exact July 31 at 8:12 pm PDT or 11:12 pm EDT as the 
Moon reaches its Perigee within hours of the exact New Moon on August 1 increasing the potency of this New Moon 
Window also featuring the Beehive Cluster, sometimes referred to as Praesepe (the manger).  
 
Aug 01, 2019    12:12 AM Perigee New Moon 08Leo37 Bee Hive Cluster, the Crab 
Aug 30, 2019 08:38 AM Perigee New Moon 06Virgo47 Just Past Regulus, the Lion 
Sep 28, 2019 03:28 PM Perigee New Moon 05Libra20 Zaniah, the Virgin Priestess 

With the New Moon near the active hub of the Beehive (Venus is 
near August 1, 2 and 3 and Mercury is near August 15, 16 and 17) this 
is a time for intending to connect with ways to anchor the bee 
mysteries of cooperation and collaboration through ceremonial intent. 
Bees have specialized ways of communicating to the greater collective 
letting the members of the hive know where they can find nectar to 
bring back to the hive for the production of honey.  

With the Libra Meta Goddess/Venus in her underworld journey 
connecting with the Beehive Cluster is reminding us of the importance of 
the Sun symbol in relationship to Bee Medicine because it is the Sun that 
opens the flowers allowing the bees to gather the nectar they later turn 
into honey.  

Bees work in productive harmony with the cycles of the Sun and in 
community co-creating the sweetness of life. Bees seemingly accomplish 
the impossible suggesting we can accomplish anything we put our energy 
and passion towards.  

Celtic traditions saw Bees as representing hidden wisdom and Venus is 
hidden traveling with the Sun until September 19. FYI the beehive cluster 
in the sky is 590 light years from Earth meaning traveling at the speed 
of light it would take 590 Earth years to reach that area of the sky. 

This New Moon features planting seeds for exploring new ways of 
communicating your vision through active intention. It might be by 
proclaiming it out loud, writing it down, dancing it, singing it, 
creating an altar that symbolizes it, making a gratitude offering. 
The idea is to do whatever will help you get the message that is yours to get, or to activate the message that is yours 
to activate. 
 
August begins with Venus and Mars in the underworld continuing to emphasize the underworld initiation. Venus 
meets with the Sun August 13 and then with Mars on August 24.  

   

 

Planets in the Glow of the Sun near 
 the New Moon Point August 1, 2019 

Sun and Venus with the Beehive  
not visible because the Sun is there 
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The best meteor shower of the summer is the 
Perseids visible from July 25 to August 18 with the 
peak days occurring August 10-13.  This year the 
bright Full Moon makes it difficult to see the 
splendor of this meteor shower but it still might be 
possible to see several meteors streak across the 
sky.  

The Perseids come from the constellation Perseus 
rising between 9 and 10 pm in the North East. These 
meteors originate from the dust and debris left by 
the comet Swift-Tuttle and can reach up to an 
impressive 80 meteors an hour at their peak. 

The Archer (a.k.a Sagittarius) and the Scorpion are two prominent constellations worth checking out during the 
summer months in the Northern Hemisphere. The Archer is shaped like a bow and arrow though many current day star 
maps show it as a Tea Pot.  The archer is aiming its bow directly at Galactic Center and also points to Antares, the heart 
of the Scorpion. The Archer is similar to Centaurus in sharing the half man, half beast motif. Centaurus is the 
constellation located below the Scorpion and only visible in latitudes further south around 32 degrees north all the 
way to the equator and beyond.   

August 8 is the heliacal rise of Sirius for those at 32 degrees North Latitude 
However, based on its declination Sirius does not actually become visible before the Sun rises until around August 7. 
The heliacal rise of Sirius was important to many ancient cultures. For example, the Egyptians began their new year 
with the return of Sirius to the Morning Sky, because this event signaled the rising of the Nile river.  

The heliacal rise of any star or planet occurs when it rises or appears in the east just before Sunrise.  G.R.S. Mead 
author of Thrice Greatest Hermes says:  

"In the astronomical science of the Egyptians, the most conspicuous solar system near our own, represented 
in the heavens by the brilliant Sirius, was of supreme interest. Cycles of immense importance were 
determined by it, and it entered into the highest mysticism of Egyptian initiation."  

August 11, Mercury enters Leo at 03:45 pm EDT and 12:45 pm PDT bringing our attention to the lens of perception that 
operates through radical radiant self-love, self-approval and self-confidence. Mercury is speeding through Leo entering 
Virgo on August 15. That means we have a couple of weeks where Mercury is assisting us in seeing how our thoughts 
and words are either supporting the experience of growing self-love or NOT. If your thoughts and words are contrary to 
this experience this is the time to ask what you can do to align yourself more fully with the gifts of healthy self-love – 
especially as the Sun (until August 23) is also in Leo. 

August 13 is the Mayan Creation Day 
and when the Sun and Venus are exactly  
conjunct in Leo https://cayelincastell.com/maya-
creation-day-august-13/ 
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The Scorpion is one of the largest constellations visible in the night sky this month and with its 
curved tail clearly looks exactly like a Scorpion in mid-northern latitudes. In Hawaii however this 
constellation rises up looking like a fish hook and so the native Hawaiians call it Maui’s Fish 
Hook. Story http://hawastsoc.org/deepsky/sco/  

The constellation Lyra (visible from April to October) is named after the Harp or Lyre of 
Orpheus. He was the musician that entertained the Argonauts in their search for the Golden 
Fleece. Hermes is also credited with inventing the Lyre and then giving it to Orpheus.  

This is a dim constellation though Vega, the 5th brightest star in the sky, is located here. Vega 
was the pole star 13,000 years ago and will be the pole star again in 13,000 years.  Vega is also 
one of the three bright stars marking the summer triangle along with Altair and Deneb. Lyra is 
the radiant, or origin point, for the annual April 16 to 25 Lyrids meteor shower.  

Altair, the eye of the Eagle, is the southern star of the summer triangle. It is the lone 
bright star in this constellation known as Aquila the eagle. 

Zodiacal Light 
Also according to Guy Ottewell’s 
Astronomical Calendar, August and 
September are the best time of 
year to see the zodiacal light 
(sometimes mistaken as the 
atmospheric glow of dawn) about 
1-2 hours before dawn. This is the 
“false dawn” mentioned in the Ruba iyat of Omar Kayyam  a 
famous Persian Astronomer and Poet. 
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Sky Happenings for August 2019 
Mercury stationed direct July 31. FIND out MORE 
https://cayelincastell.com/mercury-direct/  
 
Mercury is constantly appearing and disappearing as it dives into and 
out of close proximity to the Sun. This month Mercury is spending 
most of August visible before sunrise having stationed right on the 
edge of the Sacred Hoop of Stars. https://cayelincastell.com/the-
sacred-hoop-of-stars/  
 
This is the best time to see Mercury in the morning sky in the northern 
hemisphere this year.   
 
On August 3 Mercury rises more than an hour before the Sun shining 
at about +1.4 magnitude so it's just on the edge of visibility.  
 
By August 9 however Mercury reaches its greatest elongation in the 
morning sky of 19° from the Sun shining at zero magnitude and rising 
about 90 minutes before the Sun for those skywatchers who are 
around 40° North latitude.  
 
Mercury increases in brightness throughout August until it gets close 
to the Sun disappearing from view around August 26 as it moves 
towards its exterior conjunction to the Sun on September 3.  

 Venus Alchemy Presents  
a FREE Webinar August 13, 2019 

at 5 pm PDT or 8 pm EDT 

Exploring the Venus Underworld and What’s Next 
If you are not on the Venus Alchemy Mailing List you can Sign Up at this link 

to get the access information to this FREE online event 

https://venusalchemy.com/venus-alchemy-free-webinar-
underworld-venus-initiation/  
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Venus and Mars are both lost in the glow of the 
Sun throughout August making their exact 
conjunction on August 24 at 4° Virgo. This is the 
first time in at least 155 years since Venus and 
Mars have come together in this part of the sky 
featuring the divine feminine mastery of 
conscious, co-creative, collaborative, 
relationship with the awareness that so much 
more can be accomplished together than on our 
own. Literally two people can carry a long way 
what one person can not lift. United together 
for the GOOD of all life is a powerful way to 
engage this underworld meeting. 
 
Find out more in this special webinar on the 
Venus Mars meeting in the underworld. Details are here https://shamanicastrology.com/underworld-saga-
webinar  
 

In the book Galactic Shamanism this powerful invocation describes the possibility of what happens when we reach a 
place of balance and wholeness between the masculine and feminine within and without… 

Then…it is…that the new cosmology will begin  
the birthing of a New Day… 

Then…it is…that the princes and princesses of all the fairy tales… 
can meet…Then it is…that we shall hear the fairy tales… 
Then… it is…that we shall hear the stories of “and they lived happily 
ever after…and the story begins”… 
The stories never told…for they were rarely lived... 
Then…it is…that the stories will be told… 
For archetypal woman…is true, original woman… 
and she will draw nigh unto her… archetypal man… 
and together they will dance a new dance unto Creation’s Story…  
Her-Story will finally be added to  
His-Story to make the True Story…the TruStory…  
and the new world will begin… 
~ Galactic Shamanism the Star-Stone Ones by Mary Saint-Marie/Sheoekah 

Venus is conjunct the Sun on August 13 at around 20° Leo. Venus rises into the evening sky around September 19.  
Mars rises into the morning sky when it reaches 15° from the Sun in mid-October.  
 
On August 26 Mars reaches aphelion or furthest distance from the Sun in its current cycle while making its exact 
conjunction with the Sun - from the Earth's perspective - on September 2. 
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Jupiter is shining brightly near Antares this entire month stationing direct on August 
11 at about 14° Sagittarius. Jupiter is fading now from a -2.42 to a -2.2 magnitude this 
month though still very bright and high in the evening sky visible not long after sunset. 
Jupiter sets around 2 AM as August begins and around midnight as August ends.  
 
Retrograde Saturn (15° Capricorn 36') is located in the sign of Capricorn and the cons
tellation of the Archer. Saturn was opposite the Sun on July 9 so it was at its brightest 
and closest to the Earth.  
 
Saturn is shining at a +0.2 magnitude as August begins and fades to a+ 0.3 magnitude 
as the month ends. On September 18 Saturn goes direct at 13° Capricorn 55' closely
 aligned with the star Nunki marking the vane of the arrow of the Archer at 12° 
Capricorn 39 ' pointing towards Galactic Center. Saturn sets around 4 AM in early 
August at around 2 AM at the end of August.  
 
Some August Moon Happenings 
The waxing Gibbous Moon is visible in the head of the Scorpion on August 8 and with 
Jupiter on August 9 to the upper left of Jupiter and Antares.  
On August 11 the growing bright Moon is to the far right of Saturn. 
 
August 20 the waning Cresent Moon is to the upper left of Aldebaran and moves to be with the horns of the bull on 
August 25. https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/ 
 

The Sun is in the Lion Constellation 
from August 11 to September 16 

The Sun is in the seasonal Sign of Leo from July 23 to August 22 
Details about the Sun in Seasonal Signs and Constellations at this link 

https://cayelincastell.com/the-13th-sign-misunderstanding/  
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The sign of Leo and the Constellation of the Lion are about 
embodying and expressing love – including: the love of self, the love of 
life, and the love of others in ways that raise our vibrational 
frequency, assisting in further shifting and raising the vibrational 
frequency of Earth.   

This speaks to the miraculous healing power of love when we 
surrender what we think we know and embrace the unknown. 

Surrendering what we think we know and the life we have planned for 
ourselves creates the space for us to embrace the life that is ours to 
live in alignment with the miracle of Great Mystery.  

Being willing to ask questions without already knowing the answers can greatly assist this process helpful. 
Fred Alan Wolf summed this up brilliantly in the closing lines of the movie “What the Bleep do We 
Know?” Interestingly the Movie title is a question and the movie ends with this question: 
Asking yourself these deeper questions opens up new ways of being in the world. It brings in a breath of 
fresh air. It makes life more joyful. The real trick to life is not to be in the know – but to be in the mystery. 

August features not only the Sun in sign of Leo but also Venus, Mars and 
Mercury placing a spot light on the radiant divine mysteries of the power of 
love inherent within each of us. One way to consciously participate is to 
embrace the radiant love that permeates every cell of our body - illuminating 
every aspect of our lives calling our full attention to the Power of Love, 
particularly the power of self-love, loving ourselves, loving every aspect of 
who we are and what a miracle it is that we are here to share our love with 
this world. Love heals everything and answers every question. It fills us with 
wisdom, inspiration, and magic.  

Love is truly all we need because from it comes the confidence, the knowing, 
the trust that all our needs are met in every moment and all life is perfect just 
as it is. In the place of pure love there are no attachments to how things 
“should” be.  

Pure radical radiant love embraces the all of life and is not trying to fix 
anything or anyone, but lovingly accepts what IS. Pure love has the power to 
heal the wounds of the past and present when it is allowed full expression in 
the moment. Truly loving ourselves, truly loving and accepting who we are in 
every moment is a key alchemical ingredient that transforms our world into a 
Golden Age. 

Marianne Williamson sums this up beautifully in her book A Return to Love. 

In every relationship, in every moment, we teach either love or fear. To teach is to demonstrate. As we 
demonstrate love toward others, we learn that we are lovable and we learn how to love more deeply. As we 
demonstrate fear or negativity, we learn self-condemnation and we learn to feel more frightened of life. We 
will always learn what we have chosen to teach. ~Marianne Williamson A Return to Love 
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Another August Constellation 

In the Month of August the constellation of the Bull (a.k.a 
Taurus – the constellation NOT the seasonal sign) rises before 
the Sun. Featured in this constellation are the Pleiades 
(marking the shoulder of the Bull) where the Moon is August 
23 and Aldebaran one of the four royal stars of ancient times 
where the Moon is August 24, and the Horns of the Bull - 
Alhecka and El Nath - where the Moon is August 25. 
https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-
the-elysian-fields/  

Aldebaran (eye of the Bull or enlightened mind) and the 
Pleiades (shoulder of the Bull) are Behenian Stars 
https://cayelincastell.com/behenian-stars/. Star lore varies 
from culture to culture but often carries similar themes. For 
example, the Pleiades as the seven sisters shows up in both 
Native American star lore as well as Greek and Roman. Some 
cultures see the Pleiades as their home world and/or as a 
Stargate - transmitting the divine light of love. 

 

 

 

 

August 2019 Significant Dates 

Aug 11 2019 Jupiter D 14°Sg30' D 
Aug 11 2019 Mercury  re-enters Leo 
Aug 11 2019 Uranus R 06°Ta37' R 
Aug 13 2019 Sun conjunct Venus 21°Le11' D 
Aug 18 2019 Mars enters Virgo 
Aug 15 2019 Full Moon 22°Aq24' D Nashira in the Goatfish 
Aug 21 2019 Venus enters Virgo 
Aug 23, 2019 Sun enters Virgo 
Aug 30 2019 New Moon 06°Vi47' D Zosma in the Lion 

Venus and Mercury within 10° from July 22 to September 16, 2019 
Aug 1 2019 Venus 05°Le42' D Tri Chiron 05°Ar42' R 
Aug 2 2019 Venus 06°Le35' D Sqr Uranus 06°Ta35' D 
Aug 8 2019 Venus 14°Le31' D Tri Jupiter 14°Sg31' R 
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Aug 15 2019 Mercury 05°Le21' D Tri Chiron 05°Ar21' R 
Aug 16 2019 Mercury 06°Le36' D Sqr Uranus 06°Ta36' R 
Aug 21 2019 Mercury 14°Le39' D Tri Jupiter 14°Sg39' D 
Aug 24 2019 Venus underworld 04°Vi08' D Cnj Mars 04°Vi08' D 

Venus and Mars in Underworld are within 10° from July 22 to September 16, 2019 
Aug 26 2019 Venus 06°Vi32' D Tri Uranus 06°Ta32' R 
Aug 28 2019 Mars 06°Vi30' D Tri Uranus 06°Ta30' R 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This is an awesome process that totally changed my life 
back in 1995. I highly recommend checking it out. 
 
Time: Aug 1, 2019 at 04 PM Pacific or  
07:00 PM Eastern Time (adjust for your time zone 
(US and Canada) 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://zoom.us/j/807848934 
 
One tap mobile 
+16699006833,,807848934# US (San Jose) 
+16468769923,,807848934# US (New York) 
 
Dial by your location 
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
        +1 646 876 9923 US (New York) 
Meeting ID: 807 848 934 
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/abFPW2OeGV 

Venus Alchemy Presents the:  
Ceremonial Ascent through Inanna’s Seven Gates  

beginning in late September 2019 with 
Evening Star Venus as Libra Relational Goddess 

Rising in Our Awareness and Inner Personal Lives 
 

With Cayelin K Castell and Tami Brunk 
 

No Previous Knowledge of Astrology Is Necessary 
to Be a Part of This Remarkable Ceremonial Journey! 

 
Details at this link https://venusalchemy.com/libra-evening-star-ascent-journey/ 


